POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

PAPER-I

Part- A

Political Theory---- Concept of Government forms of Government Parliamentary and presidential systems, theory of separation of powers, electoral systems, sovereignty, power, legitimacy and authority.

PART-B

Indians Nationalist Movement and Constitutional and National Development- India's National Movement and Political Development. The emphasis on this section will be on a thorough knowledge of forces and ideas that led to institutional changes.

There will be no specific question on Acts.

System of Government--- Executive (Presidential, Prime Minister, Cabinet and Civil Services), Legislature and Judiciary and their inter-relation, State Government structure, Directive Principles of State Policy Amending process Political parties and Pressure Groups in India.

Note--- The emphasis will be on the study of Institutional structures and their actual working.

PAPER-II

PART-A

1. Cold War- Origin, development détente, post-cold war world order with special reference to the disintegration of the U.S.S.R.

2. Decolonisation and emergence of new nations.


4. International Economic order with special reference to North-South dialogue and South-South dialogue.

5. UNO- Its role in the developing international order.

PART-B


Note- "Candidates are required to have the knowledge of the actual working of Executive, Legislature, Judiciary, Political Parties and Pressure Groups of the Countries mentioned above".